Fabrication of highly-aligned, conductive, and strong graphene papers using ultralarge graphene oxide sheets.
This study demonstrates that large-size graphene oxide (GO) sheets can impart a tremendous positive impact on self-alignment, electrical conductivity, and mechanical properties of graphene papers. There is a remarkable, more than 3-fold improvement in electrical conductivity of the papers made from ultralarge GO sheets (with an average area of 272.2 μm(2)) compared to that of the small GO counterpart (with an average area of 1.1 μm(2)). The corresponding improvements in Young's modulus and tensile strength are equally notable, namely 320% and 280%, respectively. These improvements of bulk properties due to the large GO sheets are correlated to multiscale elemental and structural characteristics of GO sheets, such as the content of carboxyl groups on the GO edge, C/O ratio and Raman D/G-band intensity ratio of GO on the molecular-scale, and the degree of dispersion and stacking behavior of GO sheets on the microscale. The graphene papers made from larger GO sheets exhibit a closer-stacked structure and better alignment as confirmed by the fast Fourier transform analysis, to the benefits of their electrical conductivity and mechanical properties. The molecular dynamics simulation further elucidates that the enhanced intersheet interactions between large GO sheets play a key role in improving the Young's modulus of GO papers. The implication is that the said properties can be further improved by enhancing the intersheet stress transfer and electrical conduction especially through the thickness direction.